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An Experimental Model of a 2KW, 2500 Volt Power Converter
_or Ion Thrustors Using Silicon Transistors
in a Pulse-Width-Modulated Bridge Inverter
by
G. W. Ernsberger
L
ABSTRACT
This reportcoversthework carriedoutunder Phase IofContractNAS3-
5918. Two power supply models were built and evaluated. The test program ._
demonstrated that using silicon power transistors in a pulse width modu-
lated bridge inverier "_th current feedback bas_ drive is an effective and
desirable method of building a reliable, light.weight and efficient power con-
verter for ion thru;_tors, j// ,/
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JAn Experimental Model of a 2KW, 2500 Volt Power Convert_:
for Ion Thrustors Using Silicon Tr_nsi.Aors
in a Pulse-Width-Modulated Bridge Inverter
by
G. W. Ernsberger
Westinglmuse Electric Corporation
SUMMARY
This _eport covers the work carried out trader Phase I of Contract NAS3-
5918. The object of this program was to design, fabricate, and test a power
converter for ion thrustors employing a pulse width modulated bridge inverter
with silicon power transistors using current feedback base drive. The goals
were to develop a reli.able, efficient and lightweight power supply which would
minimize the complete space power system weight. This contract required
that a Breadboard Model and an Experimental Model be tested with static
and transient loads to verify feasibility and merits.
AU contract objectives have been fulfilled. A 2KW Experimental Model has ?
been delivered which has a f;_tl load efficiency of 87. 8% and a total component
weight of 28.2 pounds. This model, duriug an evaluation program, supplied
current to over 400 short circuit transiems, blinked-off and automatically re-
applied output voltage or current in a soft-on manner over 1002 000 times,
and operated at full load for over 10 hours "vithout component failures.
Analysis shows that this component weight could be reduced to approximately
11.3 pounds by eliminating the input current ripple limi ' s_ by eliminating
the variable output overcurrent time delay re:luirements, and by reducing
, the efficiency to approximately 85%.
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L INTRODUCF{ON
The majority of ion thrustor development work has been done with laboratory
type power supplies. Compared to engine development, only a small amount
of effort hlts been expended on the development of highly efficient, lightweight,
and reliable power supplies for use with ion thrusters. In addition, no power
supply has been _vailable with variable operating characteristics which would
allow engine arcing and its effects to be minimized.
The purpose of this d_:velopment effort has been to design, develop, build
and test an Experimental Model of a 2KW 2500 volt power converter for ion
thrt, stors, and to demonstrate the feasibility of advanced concepts and tech-
niques for obt,3_ining improvements in weight, reliability mad efficiency of
these devices. In accordance with contract requirements, this power converter
uses current feedback to drive silicon power transistors in a pulse-width- --
modulated bridge inverter. Upon application of a short circuit to the power
converter output terminals, the converter will automatically:
1. Supply approximately 1 25 PU current to the fault for a manually
adjustable period of time (overcurrent time delay 2 to 18 ms),
2. Turn itself off mr a manually adjustable period of time (blink-off
time delay 2 to 50 ms), aud
3. Turn itself on and reapply output voltage at a manually adjustable
rate (soft-on from 2 to 2000 ms).
If the fault h_.s not cleared, this cycle of events will repeat indefinitely until
a low level control signal is used to turn the converter off. These automatic
controls ap't variable operating characteristics are intended to eliminate the
damaging efiects of arcing on the rmwer converter and to enable the power
converter operating characteristics to be matched with those supply charac-
teristics which are be_;t suited to the ion thrustor. Operation of the power
converter with an electron bombardment ion thrustor is not part of this con-
tract
A similar Experimental Model is being developed on Contract NAS3-5917.
This similar converter has identical electrical requirements and ratings
but uses gate controlled switches (GCS) rather than transistors for the
power switching elements, and is regulated by phase shifting one GCS in-
verter relative to a second GCS inverter. The results of these two con-
tracts and subsequent operation of both power converters with an ion thrustor
will provide a good comparison of the feasibility and merits of these two
types of power switching devices and regulation methods.
This summary report covers the results of the entire seven month program _
which was initiated June 30, 1964.
. WAED65. 12E- 1
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II. CONVERTER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
A. SILICON POWE R TRANSISTOR SE LE CTION
"[he first design consideration was the selection of the silicon power
transistors. For minimum converter weight and high efficiency, it
is desirable to use a fast switching transistor at a reasonably high
frequency. Also, the transistor current and voltage ratings should
_ be high enough so that four transistors in a bridge circtut can provide
a 2KW output with a safety factor of 2 on the VCE and collector current
ratings.
The best availabl_ transistor for this application is the Silicon Transistor
Corporation Type 2118. This transistor has a maximum collector cur-
rent rating of 65 amperes and a maximum collector-to-emitter voltage
rating of 200 volts. Rated minimum d-c gain of the transistor is 10 at
50 amperes collector current. The saturation resistance is rated at
0.03 ohms maximum with 50 amperes co,lector current. The publishet
maximum switching times are t r = 15 microseconds and tf = 9 micro-
seconds.
It was a contract design objective to maintain a minimum safety factor
of two on both current and voltage ratings and a minimum safety factor
of four in allowable dissipation for semiconductors. This objective
established the bridge inverter input voltage at 100 volts d-c since
each transistor in a bridge inverter is required to withstand the total
input voltage.
B. INVERTER FREQUENCY SELECTION
The inverter operating frequency of 800 cps was selected to obtain a
nnnimum power system weight. To make this frequency selection, it
was necessary to calculate the effect of frequency on the power con-
verter component weights and losses. The weights and losses of compo-
nents which are affected by frequency were calculated for operating
frequencies of 400, 800, and 1200 cps. A summary of these weight and
loss calculations is given in Table I.
The calculated magnetic component weights include the weight of in-
sulation and mounting brackets which are relatively unaffected by
frequency. The power transistor losses listed in the table are switch-
ing losses based on the maximum switching times given above. The
base drive, conduction, and leakage transistor losses are not included
in the table because they are not appreciably affected by frequency.
+
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TABLE I. C_culate( 2ights and Losses of Compon ;nts
Which Are Affected by Frequency
i
400 cps 800 cps 1200 cps
Loss Yceight Loss Weight Loss Weight
Component (Watts) (Pounds) (Watts) (Pounds) (Watts) (Pounds)
t , ,i
Input Choke (L1) NA 1.3 NA 0.65 NA 0.43
L
Input Cap_,citor
(C1) 0.5 1.1 1.0 0.55 1.5 0.37
,'ower Transistors
IBr.(Q1-4) 44 NA 88 NA 132 NA
Output Transformer
(W1) 60 6 49 4.4 44 3.8
Output Choke (L2) NA 18 NA 9 NA 6
Output Capacitor
(C2) NA 4.3 NA 2.1 NA 1.4
p .....
Totals 104.5 30.7 138 16.7 177.5 12.0
NA = notaffectedor negligiblechange
The losses of the components given in Table I must, in a complete system,
be supplied by a silicon solar cell array and eventually be radiated to space
by a waste heat radiator. According to the contract scope of wcrJ_, present
silicon solar cell arrays have specific weights of approximately 200 pounds
per kilowatt. It was estimated that a waste heat r2diator, operating at
125"C, would weigh 65 pounds per kilowatt. Usil_ the conversion factor
0. 265 pounds of solar cells and radiator per watt of loss, the frequency de.-
pendent losses in Table I were converted to pounds and plotted in Figure 1.
The composite weight curve of Figure 1 was used to select 800 cps for the
inverter operating frequency.
WAED65.12E- 3
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FIGURE 1. Calculated Effect of Inverter Frequency
on Power System Weight
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|C. CIRCUIT DESIGN
The complete converter circuit which resuhed from the design devel-
opment, and evaluatiol of both the Breadboard and Experimental
Models is shown schematically in Figure 2. A description of the
electrical components is given in Appendix A.
1. Bridge Inverter Circuit
The converter circuit was designed around the basic bridge inverter
which consists primarily of four silicon power transistors (Q1-Q4)
and output transformer (T1). Base current for the power transistors
is supplied by controlled current feedback transformers (T2-T5) and L
is directly proportional to colleccgr current. The operation of the
corrent transformers is controlled by transistors Q5-Q10. The in-
' put filter (L1 & C1) is used to limit the input current ripple in accord-
ance with the contract scope of work.
2. Output Rectifier and Filter
A bridge rectifier (CR1-CR4) is used to rectify tile pulse width mod-
ulated inverter output voltage. The output filter (L2 & C2) is required
to meet the 5% limit on output ripple voltage. Resistors (R90-R97) in
series with the output capacitor were added during the Breadboard
Model evaluation to limit the peak capacitor current to 3 PU during
periods of load breakdown. A transductor (AR1) senses the magnitude
of output curcent and provides an input to the overcurrent sensing cir-
cuit (CR27-CR30, R60, Z6, Zll, and Cll).
The output filter constants (3.9 Henry and 0.75 mfd) were determined
by the necessity of limiting to 100% the increase in power transistor
current during the first inverter cycle after a short circuit has been
applied. This current delay prevents power transisto_ damage during
the half-cycle period when the pulse width modulator circuit is respond-
ing to the overcurrent condition.
3. Pulse Width Modulator
Output voltage is regulated at 2500 volts d-c and output current is limited
to approximately 1.25 PU by the pulse width modulator circuit. A reg-
ulated d-c vol 'rage of approximately" 19 volts is s,_pplied to this and all
control circuits by a d-c shopper circuit (Q23, Q33, Q37, and T12),
ser,es regulator transistor (Qll), and zener d:_ode (Z5). This regulated
volu_ge is applied to a Jensen type master oscillator (Q12, Q13, T9
and Tll), which establishes the inverter operating frequency at 800
cps. This transformer (Tg) drives two transistors (Q6 and Q7) whicn
control the operation of half of the bridge inverter (Q1 and Q3).
?
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Tile operation of the other half of the bridge inverter (Q2 and Q4)
is phase delayed a controlled a_mount from 0 ° to 180 ° by a Ramey
type magnetic amplifier (AR2 and AR3) and a flip-flop (Q14, Q15
and T10) which drives transistors Q9 and Q10. The Ramey type
magnetic amplifier was chosen to control the inverter output pulse
width because of its simplicity and fast half-cycle response. The
amount of phase delay acting upon each half cycle by saturable re-
actors AR2 and AR3 is determined entirely by the volt-seconds avail-
able for flux reset during the previous half cycle. These volt-seconds
are controlled by an emitter follower (Q27) which is controlled by
the overcurrent sensing circuit, the output voltage sensing circuit
(AR4), and the soft-on circuit. k
4. Soft-On Circuit
The ra,e of rise of output voltage is controlled by the discharging rate
of capacitor C12. The required adjustable time delay range of 2 to --
2000 milliseconds is provided by selecting one of two time delay capaci-
tors with switch SW2 and by adjusting the discharging resistance with
variable resistor R55. The discharging capacitor voltage is transferred
to the emitter follower in the pulse width modulatnr circuit (Q27)
through transistor Q28 and diode CR21. Capacitor C12 can be charged
to a fixed voltage level during the minimum blink-off period of two
milliseconds through transistor Q25, resistor R53, and diode CR34.
5. Start-Up Time Delay
When input voltage is first applied to the power supply, a fixed time
delay of approximately 27 milliseconds is provided by resistor R33,
capacitor C8, and zener diode Z8 before base drive is applied to the
silicon power transistors in the bridge inverter. This start-up time
delay is provided to allow the Jensen oscillator to reach normal operating
frequency and to allow the pulse width modulator to prepare for soft-on
operation. At the end of the start-up time delay, the start bus is grounded
through transistor Q19. This provides a path for emitter current from
all four drive transistors Q6, QT, Q9, and Q10.
6. Blink-Off and Overcurrent Time Delavs
As required by the contract scope of work, the inverter will automatically
turn off for an adjustable period of time (approximately 2 to 50 millisec-
onds) at the end of an adjustable overcurrent time delay. The blink-off
period is initiated by an output voltage from the overcurrent time delay
(R45, R46, C10, and Zl0) which causes the silicon controlled rectifier
(CR25) to conduct and turn off the start bus transistor (Q19). This
turn-off is synchronized by transistor Q35 so that it occurs at the be-
ginning of an output voltage cycle when both inverter transistors Q1
WAED6_. 12E- 7 _
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and Q3 have already been pulsed off by transistor Q5. The blink-off
time delay is provided by adjustable resistor R39, resistor R40,
capacitor C9, and unijunction transistor Q20. The blink-off time de-
lay is ended by C9 discharging through R38 which momentarily turns
transistor Q22 on and CR25 off. If an overcurrent condition no longer
exists, then CR25 remains off, start bus transistor Q19 turns on,
and the power supply rettu'ns seft-on.
WAED65.12E-8
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iii. BREADBOARD MODEL EVALUATION
The Breadboard Model of the power suppiy :vas evaluated with resistive
loadand was subjectedto applicatior,and removal of shortcircuitsusing ----
a knifeswitchas theshortingdevice. Se],eralimportantfeaturesofthe
finaldesignresultedfrom thebreadboardevaluationand willbe discussed
inthissection.The resultsofthe BreadboardMode] testingwillbe pre-
: sented in this section in f()ur separate categories: performance of control
a_ndprotection functions; static load tests; component electrical stress tests;
and component failures and corrective action.
&
A. PERFORMANCE OF CONTROL AND PROTECTION FUNCTIONS
1. Start-Up Time Delay
With the on-off switch in the "on" position when power was applied to
the input terminals of the unit, there was a 27 millisecond delay be-
fore the power supply came soft-on. This time delay is not affected
by blink-off and does not operate again until power is removed _nd
then r-_Lpplie i to the input terminals.
2. Soft-On Time Delay
The soft-on time delay controls the rate-of-rise of the output voltage on
initial start-up and when the unit returns on after blinking-off. The
soft-on time delay was adjustable from 1.6 milliseconds to 6 seconds by
using two capacitors that are selected by means of a toggle _witch. The
time delay was adjustable from 1.6 to 1_0 millisec(mds with one capaci-
tor and was adjustable from 0.060 to 6 seconds witl: the o_her capacitor.
These meas,._red time delays satisfy the contract requirement of being
adjustable from 2 milliseconds to 2 seconds.
This time delay was measured on the Breadboard Model by observing
the time required for the bridge inverter to phase shift from the point of
zero output to the point of maximum output. The actual rate of rise of
the output voltage will also be a function of _he input voltage and the load
since these variables determine the amount of phase shift required to
maintain the rated output voltagp.
3. Overcurrent Time Delay
When a1_overcurrent occurs on the output terminals, the overcurrent
time delay is initiated. After the overcurrent time delay has elapsed,
the unit is automatically turned off and the blink-off time delay is
initiated.The overcurrentcircuitime delaywas adjustablefrom I.6
}
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to 45 mi!iiseconds. The blink-of, _ circuit is synchronized with the
pulse turn-oii circuit that controls two transistors in one side of the
inverter bridge, ,_uch that the start bus is turned off after these two _
transistors have been pulsed off. This synchronizing circuit prevents
the possibility of saturating the power transformer during blink-off.
T i}is synchronizing circuit can also vary the effective overcurrent time
delay by one-half cycle of the inverter frequency which represents a
maximt_m added _,_,medelay of 0.625 milliseconds.
4. Blink-Off Time Delay
The blink-off time delay determines the off time of the power supply
after an overcurrent fault has occurred ti. e., the time between blink-
off and the start of soft-on). A train of pulses was applied to the over-
current sensing circuit to simulate a repetitive overcurrent condition.
The operation of the start-bus (Q19) was then observed on an oscillo-
scope. The blink-off time delay (the off time of the start-bus) was
found to be adjustable from 1 to 50 milliseconds. These measured
time delays satisfy the contract requirement of being adjustable from
2 to 50 milliseconds.
5. On-Off Switch :
Turning the on-off switch from the "on" position to the "off" position
energizes the overcurrent trip circuit. Under this condition, the unit
blinks-off after the overcurrent time delay elapsed and rem;72ned off
as long as the switchwas in this position°
The off switch is connected to the overcurrent trip circuit so that blink-
off is synchronized with the pulse turn-off circuit as previously described.
B. STATIC LOAD TESTS
1. Output Voltage Regulation
The unit was operated into a variable resistive load. The output vo]tage
was recorded while varying the output load from no-load to full-load
and while varying the input voltage from 90 volts to 110 volts. Figure
3 shows the results of these measurements.
2'he measured voltage regulation satisfies the requirements of 2500 VDC
-25%from 30% - 100% load and 2500 VDC + 10% at no-load.
2. Efficiency
The full load efficiency exceeds the proposed minimum requirement of 85%
by sever_/percent as seen in Figure 4.
WAED65.12E- 10
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3. Output Voltage Ripple
The output voltage ripple with an input voltage of 100 VDC is as shown
in Figure 5. Using a high voltage capacitor for d-c isolation and an
RMS a-c voltmeter, the voltage ripple shown in Figure 5a is 18 volts
RMS.
Percent Ripple = RMS Ripple x 100 = 18 x 100 = 0.73%
Nominal D°C Voltage 2476
[
This satisfies the contract requirements of 5% maximum ripple.
4. Input Current Ripple
The maximum limits for input current ripple are 2% RMS and 5% peak.
It appeared from preliminary measurements th_ the input current rip-
ple did not quite meet these requirements. The results of the Experi-
mental Model evaluatioa verified these preliminary measurements.
C. COMPONENT ELECTRICAL STRESS TESTS
The Breadboard Model was subjectedto the applicationand removal of
short circuitsusing a knifeswitch as the shorting device. When a short
circuitwas applied,the current limitingcircuitlimitedthe outputcur-
rent untilthe overcurrent time delay circuitperformed itsfunctionof
turning-offthe start-bus. After the blink-offtime delay had elapsed,
the start-busturned on and the soft-ontime delay controlledthe rate of
rise of the outputcurrent. These successful resultswere not obtained
untilafterseveral components failedand design improvements had been
made as described below.
The unitthen cycled offand soft-on,performing the various ti,nedelay
functionsas described above, tmtileitherthe short circuitor the input
power was removed, or untilthe on-offswitch was turned to the "off"
position.
The Breadboard Model was successfullycontrolledby means ofthe on-
offswitch whileworking intoa shortcircuitand while working intoanormal load.
To obtainoscilloscopepicture,._ofthe power transistor and outputvoltage
transientsduring applic,d_onand removal of short circuits,the ever-
current tripcircuitwas maae inoperative. With thisconditionexisting,
the pictureof Figure 6 was obtained. The bottom trace represents the
voltageo_ the power supply outputterminals and the top trace represents
WAED65.12E-13 _
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FIGURE 5. Output V,')ItageRipple
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the voltage across one of the power transistors in the bridge inverter.
The picture represents a single sweep with the sweep mRiated with
the application of the short circuit. The short circuit _ondition re-
mained on for 60 milliseconds. Upon removal of the short, the output
voltage recovered within approximately 100 milliseconds. This re-
covery time was determiped primarily by the _rcing of the knife switch
and the output filter rather than the soft-on circ_it since the blink-off
circuit was purposely .made inoperative.
Using the shorting method described, it appears that the voltage stresses
applied to the power semiconductor devices do not. exceed the desired
two-to-one safety factor. Many semiconductor voltage and c_,xrent
stresses were later determined, during the Experimental Model evalua-
tion, using both a hydrogen thyratron and a vacuum relay as shortilk_
devices. These results are described in Section V.
D. COMPONENT FAILURES AND CORRECTIVE ACTION
During the development and preliminary evaluationof tbe Breadboard
Model, six 65-ampere siliconpower transistorsfailed. Each failure
has been attributedto a malfunction or design deficiencyinthe control
and drive circuits. These failuresare listedbelow along with the de-
sign improvements which corrected the causes of failure.
Failure ofone power transistorwas attributedto a malfunction of a
gate controlledswitch-type d-c chopper circuitwhich was originally
used to provide controlpower to the unit. Due to_he unreliabilityof
the gate controlledswitch inthisparticularcircuit,a new chopper cir-
cultwas designed using a transistoras the switchingdevice. The new
chopper circuitoperates successfullyand is shown in the schematic
diagram, Figure 2. Itconsistsof a non-symmetrical Royer oscillator
drivingchopper transistor,Q37.
Failure of one power transistorwas attributedto frequency modulation
of tho reference oscillatorin conjunctionwith an erroneous signalfrom
the current transductor in the overcurrent sensing circuit. This vas
corrected by placinga resistiveload (R81) on the outputwinding ofthe
oscillatortransformer (T9) and by changing the locationofthe filter
capacitorinthe overcurrent sensing circuitso thatthe transductor
operates intoa resistiveload.
Failure of two power transistorswas attributedto the simultaneous
failureoftransistorsQ12 and QI3 inthe Jensen oscillatorwhen a short
circuitwas appliedto the outputterminals. The applicationof the short
circuitcaused the rapid discharging of the outputfiltercapacitors
throtLghthe current sensing transductor (AR1). This intarn overloaded
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the transductor driving source which is the Jensen oscillator. This
problem was corrected by placing a redundant connected resistor
(R90-R97) in series with the output filter capacitor to limit the surge
current to 3 PU, and by placing ccmmutating diodes (CR60 and CR61)
around the transistors in tile Jensen osciliator to commutate the lagging
current caused by the transductor.
The last failure of two power transistors was not associated with the
failure of a particular control or drive circuit function. However, im-
provements were made in three circuit areas that were considered
possible causes of the last failure which occurred in the Breadboard
Model. L
1. The commutating diodes (CR45-CR48) in the bridge inverter
were changed from Zener diodes to 35 ampere high speed rectifiers.
This reduces the crowbar effect when a power transistor turns on into
a diode that bas not recovered its reverse blocking capability after IF
carrying commutating current.
2. The second design improvement consisted of placing clamping
diodes (CR43, CR44, CR57 and CR58) .wound the controlled current
feedback transformer (CCFT) turn-off winding. This provides a low
impedance path for any pick-up in the CCFT that may tend to turn on
a transistor that is normally off.
3. The third design improvement was the addition of the circuit
(Q35) that synchronizes the blink-off of the start bus so that it is ac-
complished after the two power transistors in one side of the bridge
inverter have been pulsed off by the pulse turn-off circuit. Operation
of the off switch is also synchronized with the pulse turn-off circuit
by applying a false signal to the overcurrent time delay circuit.
All test results recorded in tlus section were obtained after these
changes were incorporated in the unit. For example, the output volto
age ripple was recorded after placing the 1000-ohm resistor in series
with output filte2 capacitors. The Breadboard Model operated more
than the minim_n requirement of 10 hours without failure after these
changes were incorp,_rated.
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I V. POWER TRANSISTOR EVALUATION
The 65-ampere silicon power transistors (STC Type 2118) were investigated
to evaluate their performance when operating in a test circuit and to com-
pare this with data obtained while operating in the inverter circuit. The fol-
lowing parameters were investigated:
1. Gain - hi. E
2. Base-to- Emitter Characteristics
3. Saturation Resistance
4. Switching Speed
a. Operating into a resistive load with fixed base drive.
b. Operating in the power supply with current feedback
ba_-e drive.
4
5. Losses when operating in the power supply.
These test results are presented in this report because of the recent introduc-
tion of the transistor to the power semiconductor market and because of its
effect on the design and operation of the power converter.
A. CURRENT GAIN
The d-c current gain (hFE) of the 65-ampere silicon power transistors
was measured using a Tektronix, Type 575, transistor-curve tracer
and a Tektronix, Type 175, tr,-_nsistor-curve tracer, high current
adapter. The currem gain was measured with up to 50 amperes collec-
tor current. For the four transistors that were tested, the current gains
were 8.1, 9.0, 7.8 and 7.6 at 50 amperes collector current. This is
less than the manufacturer's published minimum limit of 10. Figure 7
shows the family of curves obtained on the transistor-curve tracer for
one particular transistor. All figures included are for this particular
transistor.
The base drive current transformers in the power converter have a
1:urns ratio of seven. Therefore, _dequate base c_rrent is provided to
keep the transistors saturated with coJlector currents up to 50 amperes
.3ince all transistor current gains exceeded seven.
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B. BASE-TO-EMITTER FORWARD DROP
The base-to-emitter forward drop is an important ]?arameter when
using the controlled-current, feedback transformers. This base-to-
emitter forward drop contributes to the losses in the power transistor
(bas_. voltage x base current). This _orward voltage drop, in con-
junction with the transistor current gain (hFE), also indicates the size
of the controlled current feedback transformer. The base-to-emit._er
forward drop ranged from 0.96 to I. 07 volts at the condition of full
load on the power supply for the four transistors° Figure 8 shows -_
the forward base emitter characteristics of the transistor as obtained
from the Tektronix transistor.-curve tracer.
C. SATURATION RESISTANCE
The saturation resistance at 50 amperes collector current was ob-
tained from the family of curves that were used to measure the gain.
The saturation resistance for the four units was 0.021, 0.010_ 0.017
and 0° 0,_3 ohms. The saturation resistance is an important, parameter
affecting the transistor losses and the power supply efficiency. One
of the four transistors exceeded the published maximum limit of 0.03
ohms.
D. SWITCHING SPEED
The switching speed of the transistor is another important p_rameter
affecting the transistor losses. The switching times of the transistors
were measured with the transistors operating into a resistance load in
a test circuit. The switching times were also measured with the
transistor operating in the power supply under the condition of 1 PD
load. The switching times of the four transistors, in the test circuit
were as follows:
#1 #2 #3 #4
Turn-on Time (tr) 8 usec 6 usec 9 usec 12 usec
Turn=off Time (tf) 6 usec 6 usec 8 usec 7 usec
The current at the condition of turn-on was approximately 36 amperes
for all ,a.nits _d the current at the condition of turn-off was approxi-
mate]y 26 amperes for all units. Figure 9 shows the turn-on time of a
transistor in the test circuit and Figure I0 shows the turin off time.
Figure Ii is a schematic diagram of the test circuit. Transistor Q2
is the one under test, transistor Q1 is a high speed transistor with
switching time of 1 usec or less and relay contact K is a mercury
wetted, relay contact operating at 60 cps. All resistors are non-induc-
tive, carbon composition, resistors. A brine solution was used for the
power transistor load resistor.
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FIGURE 9. Transistor Turn-On Transient -ruth 36 Ampere
Load in Figure 11 Test Circuit
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FIGUR'£, 10. Transistor Turn-Off Transient with 26 Ampere
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FIGURE 11. Test Circuit for Measuring Transistor STC 2118
Switching Speed
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Figure 12 shows the turn-on time of the same transistor when operating
' in the power supply and Figure 13 shows the turn-off time. Figure 13
shows the current waveform through this same transistor with 1 PU
load on the power supply.
Figure 9 and Figure 12 cannot be compared directly in an attempt to
determine the effect that the controlled current feedback transformer
(CCFT) base drive circuit has upon transistor switching speeds because
of load differences. With circuit inductance of the po',ver converter,
the current through the transistor requires about 18 usec to reach its
maximum value (see Figure 14). This is a much less severe loading
than inthe testcircuit. Figures 12 and 13 do indicatethatthe transistor L
switchingspeed is much fasterwhile operating inthe power supply than
while operatinginthe testcircuit. Inthe converter, turn on Lime (tr)is
approximately 2.8 microseconds and turn ufftime (tf)isapproximately
I.6 microseconds. These resultsindicatethatactualswitchinglosses
are atleast 50% less than the switchinglosses thatwere initiallycal-
culatedfor the purpose of selectingthe optimum inverteroperating
frequency. These resultswillraise the optimum inverterfrequency
and lower the total system weight.
The power transistors tura on faster in the converter than in the test
circuit because circuit inductance decreases the collector current rate-
of-rise. The most probable reason the power transistors turn off faster
in the converter than in the test circuit is because the transistor base-to-
emitter junction is strongly reverse biased during the turn-_ff period by
the CCFT base drive circuit.
E. LOSSES
Figure 15 was obtained by causing a power transistor to dissipate known
amounts of power on a given heat sink in still air. The power supply
was then operated at full load until the temperafures of the power trans-
istors stabilized. From the measured temperature rise of 34°C, it was
determined by using Figure 15 that the full load losses of transistor Q1,
RI, CR45, CR49, CR50 and T2 are 28 watts. All of these items are _-
mounted on the same heat sink. With a few calculations, this loss is
divided as follows:
Transistor Q1 20.0 Watts
R1, CR49, CR50 2.8 Watts
CR45 0.2 Watts
'I2 3.0 Watts
Total 28.0 Watts
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in Figure la.
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FIGURE 14. Transistor Collector Current with 1 PU
Load o_: the Power Supply
(T & M Research Products Shunt Type F-500-2)
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The losses of power transistor Q1 are much h_-,_er than originally
calculated. The original calculations were based on the best data
available at the tJ.me and indicated the maximtmi turn-on time (tr)
would be 15 microseconds, maximum turn-of_ time (tf) would be 9
microseconds, and the maximum saturation resistance would be
0.03 ohms. Using these maximum values, the calculated full ].oad
switching loss at 809 cps was 22 watts per transistor. The remain-
ing transistor losses (leakage, base, and conductor) are essentially
unchanged and amount to an additional 11.8 watts per transistor. The
switching losses for an actt, al transistor operating in the inverter are
therefore only 22.0-11.8) 10.2 watts. The fact that these power
transistors appear to have approximately 50% lower switching losses L
than anticipated will allow the inverter operating frequency to be in-
creased and the overall system weight to be decreased.
By using tl:is information on transistor switching losses to revise .,_
Figure 1, tt appears that an inverter frequency of 1200 cps would re-
sult in minimum system weight. This changc in frequency would re-
duce the inverter component weight approximately 5 potmds and reduce
the system weight (including inverter, solar cell array, and waste
heat radiator) approximately 19 pounds. Additional weight reduction
is possible by changing the performance requirements as discussed
in Section V I.
{
t
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V. EXPERIMENTAL MODEL EVALUATION
The mechanical design of the Experimental Model wa_ determined by con-
sideration of safety and ease of evaluation. The rear view of the model,
given in Figure 16, shows that all control circuit components are easily
accessible and are identified on externally mounted terminal strips. The
power transistors and commutating diodes are mounted on four vertical
heat sinks seen in the foreground. All high voltage components, including
the output transformer, rectifier and filter, are mounted between the two
side chassis and protected by a perforated aluminum cover. Input and
output connectors, input and output voltmeters, output voltage adjustment
potentiometer, the soft-on, blink-off and overcurrent time delay adjust-
ment potentiometers, and the low-level on-off switch are all mounted and
accessible on the standard 14 inch x 19 inch x 1/8 inch front panel.
The basic electrical design of the Experimental Model is the same as the
Breadboard Model which has been described. During the preliminary test-
ing of the Experimental Model, however, several design improvements
were made. The design improvements and test results will be presented
in this section of the report.
A. PRELLMINARY CHECKOUT OF EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND
DESIGN IMPROVEMENTS
1. Soft-On Circuit Design Improvement
The soft-on circuit operated properly and caused the output voltage
to rise exponentially at rates which could be adjusted from about 2
to 5000 milliseconds. It was noted, however, that the time delay
capacitor C12 required approximately 20 ms to be recharged. This
time exceeds the minimum blink-off time delay by a factor of 10. To
assure that the soft-on capacitor C12 will be recharged completely
during the minimum blink-off time delay, the soft-on circuit was re-
designed as shown in the revised schematic diagram, Figure 2.
2. Overcurrent Time Delay Circuit Design Improvement
It was next noticed that the converter would not blink-off after the appli-
cation of an overload or short circuit when potentiometer R45 was at
its maximum setting. Insufficient current passed through R45, R46,
ZI0 and R87 into the gate of CR25 to turn it on during the short period
when Q35 was not conducting. To correct this situation, R45 was de-
creased from 50K to 20K ohms and R85 was increased from 10K to
20K ohms. The latter change increased the reverse bias of transistor
Q35 during the discharging periods of capacitor C16.
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FIGI;RE 16. I_ear View of ExperimerLtal Model
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3. Blink-Off Time Delay Circuit Design [mprovemer.t
Next, it was noted that the converter would blink-off on application of
short circuit but it would not automatically turn on after the blink-off
time delay except for minimum settings of R39. This wts cadsed by
collector leakage current through transistor Q21 which prevented the
em:tter of unijunction transistor Q20 from reaching the breakdown
level. This leakage current was adequately reduced by reducing the
base-to-emitter resistor, R67, from 51K tc 1K otuns.
4. Overcuri-ent Sensing Cir=uit Design Improvement
It was observed that the current limiting level was lower than the
level of output current which would cause the converter to blink-off.
Therefore, it was possible to have an overcurrent load condition whict.
would not cause the supply to blink-off. To correct this condition,
R49 was reduced from 51K to 10K ohms. This change increased the base
current to transistor Q24 so that it turned on during output current-
limiting conditions.
5. Power Transistor Failures
Several power transistors failed during the preliminary checkout of
the Experimental Model. However, it was determined that these failures
were caused by a wiring error, defective control component (Z5), and
incorrect oscilloscope connections. None of the failures was caused by ,
design deficiencies, and no design changes resulted from these failures.
After the preliminary checkout, no components failed during the entire
evaluaticn of the Experimental Model which included static load tests,
component electrical stress tests, and a thirteen hour endurance tes.':.
B. STATIC LOAD TESTS
The power converter and load simulator were connected together and to
meters a_d lead-acid batteries. The test setup is shown in Figure 17
with the power converter on the left, the load simulator and recording
oscillograph on the right, and the laboratory meters (1/2%) in the center.
The load simulator was assembled in accordance wi,_h the contract re-
quirements and consists of a vacuum triode (RCA Type 7C24/5762) for
variable resistive loads and a hydrogen thyratron (Amperex Type 6268)
and vacuum relay (Eimac Type VS-2) for application of short circuit
transients to the power supply. A Tektronix Type 533 Oscilloscope with
a Type CA Dual Preamplifier was used to obtain all oscilloscope photo-
graphs.
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1. Soft-On Time Constant Range
The test results, given on Figures 18 and 19, indicate a maximum
soft-on time constant of 3000 milliseconds and a minimum soft-on
time constant of 5 milliseconds. (The significant time constant for
power converters is defined as the time required for the output volt-
age to increase from zero to rated output voltage of 2500 volts). The
contract scope of work specifies a range of 2 to 2000 milliseconds.
The minimum limit of 2 milliseconds was not met because of output
filter constants and not because of a control circuit deficiency. Out-
put filter constants were determined by short circuit and current li,._it-
ing requirements of the contract and could not be changed to decrease
the minimum soft-on time constant from 5 to 2 milliseconds.
2. Output Voltage Regulation and Efficiency
. The maximum conversion efficiency of 87.6% occurred at rated load
and rated input voltage. The output voltage regulation was within the
limits specified in the contract scope of work. The converter output
voltage is plotted as a function of load on Figure 20. The converter
efficiency is plotted as a function of load on Figure 21.
3. Input Current Ripple
The input current ripple magnitude was determined by observing the
voltage across a T & M Research Products current viewing resistor.
Test results are given on Figure 22 and indicate that the maximum
peak-to-peak input current ripple is app.roxifnately 3 amperes. Stated
another way, the peak input current exceeds the nominal input cur-
rent, 22 amperes at full-load, by 1.5 amperes or 6.8%. This exceeds
the 5% maximum specified in the contract scope of work but could
easily be corrected by increasing the size and we_.ght of the input
filter, L1 and C1. The NASA Project Man_,er advised that the input
filtering method had been demonstrated satisfactorily and revising the
Experimental Model to meet the 5% limit would not be required.
The input current ripple magnitude determined during the previous
Breadboard Model evaluation was not considered sufficiently accurate
because a T & M Research Products non-inductive current viewing
resistor was not available at that time.
4. Output Voltage Ripple
The maximum output voltage ripple is 10 volts rms. This is 0.4% of
the nominal d-c voltage and is well below the 5% allowed by the c._li-
tract scope of work. Again_ the output filter constants were deter-
mined by the current limiting and short circuit requirements. It is,
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1. Outi_ut Vc)lla_-e i-_is(' WIll1 t{55-- 100K Ohms
3000
FIGURE 18, Sol'l-On Tinl¢' Constant Range with 22 MFD "
Capacitor (712
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3000 .........
3. O:.:}J_l! V_ita(de Hise will_ R55 100K Ohms
4. Output Vtdt_,e Rise with R55 - 0 Ohms
I
FIGURE 19. So}l-On !'ime Constant Ran{,__., with 1 MFD
Capacitor CI2A
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FIGURE 20. Experimental Model Output Voltage Plotted as a
Function of Load
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therefore, not possible to reduce them further in accordance with
the allowed 5_ ripple.
C. COMPONENT ELECTRICAL STRESS TESTS
As outlinedinthe contractscope ofwork, "a design objective,but not
a requirement, for the Experimental Model is a minimum safety
factorof two for current and voltage ...... for semi-conductei's''.
Electrica.]stress testdata were obtained for the determination of
major component safetyfactorsunder both rated load and transient.
breakdown (shortcircuit)conditions. High speed o_cillographr¢,_ord-
ings are presented which relatethe input current and outpt:tcurrent
and voltagetothe applicationof short circuitson the outputterminals.
These oscillograms are also used to determine overcurrent and l_!ink_
offtime delay ranges.
I. Component Safety Factors for 2KW Rated Load
Oscillographphotographs were taken under fullload conditionsand
component safetyfactorswere determined and recorded in Table If.
In cases where transistorcollector-to-emittervoltages are higher
during start-upor offconditions,the safetyfactorwas determined
from the worst condition. Since most ofthe transistorsare operated
in the switching mode, dissipation is far below ratings and dissipation
safety factors are only determined for the two worst cases.
2. Component Safety Factors with Hydrogen Thyratron and Vacutun
Relay Transient Brealcaown Devices
Oscilloscope photographs were used to determine the peak component
electric,_l stresses during short circuit applications.
Component safety factors are not redetermined in this section for
components which axe not significantly affected by the operation of
the transient breakdown devices. Test results given in Table II! in-
dicate that no component is severely stressed by the operation of the
transient breakdown devices. In fact, the results indicate that com-
mutating rectifiers CR45 through CR48 can safely be replaced with
rectifiers having a much lower forward current rating. The results
indicate that the PIV rating of the output rectifier should be increased
from 8,000 volts to at least 11,200 volts to maintain the desired safety
factor of 2. This could readily be accomplished. Increasing the safety
factors on the power transistors Q1 through Q4 from a minimum of 1.3
to a minimum of 2 cam:ot be done with presently available transistors.
A reduction in input voltage and output load would be required to meet
a safety factor of 2 for all conditions. Operation at the present stress
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TABLE I I. Component S',dety Factors with Rated Load
Electrical Safety
Compone,,t Rating Stress Facto:"
: Transistor Q1 IcMax = 65a 40a 1.5
(STC 2].18) VCEMax = 200v 100v. 2.0
Dissipation
,= 300w. 18.5w 16 2
Transistor QI IBMaX = 15a 7a 2.1 [
(STC 2118) VEBO = lOv 3v 3.3
Transistor Q2 IcMax = 65a 28a 2.3
(STC 2118) VCEMax = 200v 100v 2.0
Transistor Q2 IBMax = i5a 6a 2.5
(STC 2118) VEBOMax = 10v 3v 3.3
Rectifier CR4 PIV = 8000v 5400v 1.5
(Solitron lavg. = 1.6a 0.85a 1.9
FSPFSOW)
Rectifier CR47 PIV = 300v lO0v 3.0
(IN 3912) lavg. = 35a 0a oo
Rectifier CP.48 PIV = 300v 100v 3.0
(IN 3912) lavB. = 35a 0.Sa 70.0
Transistor QI9 VCEMax = 150v 2Or(off) 7.5
(2NI016C) IcMax = 7.5a 2.6a(on) 2.9
T_ansistor Q5 VCEMax = 80v 20v(off) 4.0
(2N2819) IcMax = 25a 2.3a 10.9
Transistor Q6 VCEMax = 80v 38v 2.1
(2N2819) IcMax = 25a 1.6a 15.6
Transistor QI2 VCEMax = 65v 39v 1.7
(2N2102) ICMax - la 0.3 3.3
Transistor Q37 VCEMax = 200v 100v 2.0
(2NI016D) IcMax ,, 7 _Sa 1.0a 7.5
Transistor QII VCE_'_x " 150v 25v(off) 6.0 '-
(2NI0!6C) IcMax = 7.5a 1.4 5.3
Dissipation
- 150w 5w 30.0 :
i i • i
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TABLE I II. Component Saf:_ty Factors with Hydrogen
Thyratron and Vacuum Relay
Transient Breakdown Devicesm
Electrical Safety
Component Rating Stress Factor
Transistor Q3 IcMax = 65a 45a 1.4
(STC 2118) VCEMax = 200v 100v 2.0
Transistor Q3 IBMax = 15a 7a 2.1
(STC 2118) VEBO = 10v 3v 3.3
Transistor Q4 IcMax = 65a 50a 1.3
(STC 2118) VCEMax = 200v 120v 1.7
Transistor Q4 IBMax = 15a 8.5a 1.8
(STC 2118) VEBO = 10v 3v 3.3
Rectifier CR4 PIV = 8000v 5600v 1.4
(Solitron lavg. = 1.6a la 1.6
FSPF80W)
Rectifier CR47 PIV = 300v ll0v 2.7
(IN 3912) lavg. = 35a 0a
Rectiii_r CR48 PIV = 300v ll0v 2.7
(IN 3912) lavg. = 35a <0.5a >70.0
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level, however, has been very reliable as indicated by the endurance
test results.
3. Transient Breakdown Oscillograph Recordings Over Complete
Range ol Overcurrent and Blink-Off Time Delays
A Century Geophysical Corporation, Model 408, recording oscillograph
was used to record input current, output voltage, m_d output current
during short circuit applications. Figure 23 is a cal._.bration oscillo-
gram recorded with full load applied to the power supply.
Figures 24 and 25 show that the maximum and minimum overcurrent
time delays are 16 ms and 2 ms, respectively. The maximum and
minin'_um time delays of the blink-off circuit _.re 96 ms and 2 ms,
respectively. These results are within the contract scope of work
which utates that the cvercurrent time delay shall be "two milliseconds
mr
(adjustable)" and "after a 2 to 50 milliseconds (adjustable) time delay_
the supply shall return soft-on".
Figure 25 shows that the power supply minimum blink-off period
actually exceeds 2 milliseconds for two reasons. First, the time con-
stant of the output inductance is equal to the inductance L2 (3.9 Henry)
divided by the winding resistance of the choke (RL2 m 50 ohms at 25°C)
and the short circuit path (thyratron or engine arc, wire, and output
rectifier). This time constant prevents the output current from decay-
ing below the overcurrent limit in less than seven milliseconds. A
second time period is added to the minimum blink-off time delay by
an approximaCe 12 millisecond lag in the starting of the soft-on circuit.
(This 12 millisecond time lag can be completely eliminated by select-
ing a slightly lower voltage Zener diode for ZT. ) For these two reasons_
tl:e actual minimum blink-off time delay is approximately 19 millisec-
onds even though the blink-off time delay circuit has the required mini-
mum deiay of 2 milliseconds.
It can be seen from Figure 25 that the output currem (I2) does not reach
zero during this mir.imum blink-off period of 19 milliseconds and the
hydrogen thyratron breakdown device remains in conduction. The power
converter therefore increases the output current in a soft-on fashion
at the end of each blink-off period in accor:lance with the contract scope
of work. Figure 26 shows the output voltage transient when the short
circuit was removed by a vacuum relay. The energy from the output
filter choke (L2) rapidly charges _he output capacitoi' (C2) to a safe
peak level of 1400 volts before the soft-on cycle commences. This _
result indicates that the design of the output filter is more than ade- :_
quate to protect the converter semiconductors from peak voRages dur-
ing short ci_'_uit removal. }_
?
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kFIGURE 23.. Calibration Oscillogram Showing Normal l_lll-Load Operation
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FIGURE 25. Oscillogram Showing Applic_tion cf Short Circuit with
Minimum Overcurrent and Blink-Off Time Delays
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Figure 27 shows the application of a short circuit to the power c_n-
verter with a vacuum relay. '£here is some indication of contact
bounce but the peak output current appears to be about the same as
with short circuits applied by the hydrogen thyratron. This peak cur-
rent (2.65 amps) is primarily determined by resistors R90 through
R97 (a total resistance of 1020 ohms) which were first added to the
Breadboard Model limit the peak discharging current from the out-
put capacitors (l,2) to 2.5 amperes and thereby prevent damage of the
overcurrent sensing circuit.
Figure 28 shows that the power converter output can be interrupted
by a low level control signal in accordance with the contract scope of
work. The low level control signal, used to initiatc the power inter-
ruption, was the grounding of the base of transistor Q23 with s_'itch
SWl. This could also be accomplished, if desired, by turning nn
transistor Q24 with 0.1 milliampere base current. Either of these
procedures initiates the overcurrent time delay and causes the power
converter to blink-off and remain off until the low level signal is re-
moved. Then the power converter v_A1 automatically return soft-on.
The oscillogram of Figure 29 demonstrates that the power converter
can withstand the short time application of a short circuit without the
necessity of turning off the power converter. Such a short circuit may
occur in practice if an ion thrustor arcs and burns clear in less time
than the overcurrent time delay (2 to 16 milliseconds)° In this case_
the power converter supplies current to the fault at a safe magnitude
of 1.15 amperes and returns very rapidly to rated output voltage when
the fault is removed. It was physically impossible to simulate this
type of fault with a vacuum relay because the re!ay couJd not be made
to close and open in less time than the overcurrent time delay. There-
fore it was necessary to disable the blink-off circuit during this test
by connecting together the anode and cathode oI CR25. Figure 29 shows
that the power converter safely retur1,_ to normal full load operation
after the removal of the short circuit as required by the contract scope
of work.
D. ENDURANCE TESTS
It is required by the contract scope of work that the power supply demon-
strate "a minimum of 10 hour_j of operation with a dummy load having _--
transient load-J-_ucing cap._bility .... The supply shall not be damaged .
by any of these transients, nor shall any performance deterioration occur"°
_. This requirement was met by oper;_ting the power converter continuously
for seven hours with full load applied an,-1_ix hours with a transient type
load applied. The temperature rise of major components was recorded
during these endurance tests.
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}URE 27. Oscillogram Showing Applicatien of Sh_t Circuit with a Vacuum Relay ;
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: The. 6-hour tr=msient load endurance:test caused a lower component
tem_r_'tture rise than the full load endurance test.. The transient
": load co,.misted of one minute of 2KW toad and one minute of shoJ-t cir-
cuR. This cyclewas repeatedfor,6Yhourswhich caused 360short clr-
_, cur transients. During each minute of short circuit operati0n, the
power converter blinked-dff and came soft-on ap_proximately ten times,
per secondfora totalof approximately108,000blink-offand soft-on :r
cycles. _ • =
=The maximum temperature reached by-any component was 142_2 for
the output transformer, 1'-1. This maximum temperature was reached
during the full,-load test and is well below the safe operating tempera-
- tu_e of 250°C for this transformer: :
= There was no component failureor performance deterioration_vhich
occurred during any of the 13"hours of the enduranc_e test or during
thepe_formailceof any of thetestsrequiredby thiscontract.
L
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:-::_VL WEIGflT, -LOSS,AND PERFORMANCE CONSlDEr/A'IIO_S. "_:
-
.The-weightofallelectricalcomponentsintileExperiment_lModel (exclud_- .J-
_ t ¢.-[ -ingmeters, switches,and re_.p a. es)is28.19pounds. The component
types are listed in Table IV accor_ng to descending weight. This table " _
also l_.st_:the weight of each item as a percentage of total weight. From this
weigh t analysis, it is obvions which items should be considered to accomplisti
major weight reductions. : :: :
Without changing the performance requirements of this power supply, the
electrical sti_ess tests have shown that significant-component rating reduc-
tions can be made on components listed on lines 3, 9, 10 and 12. The weight
of these components, representing 9.7% of the total weight, could be cut in i
half without affecting performance. However, the preceding test results als0 . :
• indicate that the cap%citance Of the input filter capacitor, Ct, should be in- _
:creased to meet. the input ripple performance requirements, and the output _
rectifier voltage rating should be increased 50% to meet the required _afety " =
factor of 2. Thesetwo changes would increase the total component weight
: by approximately 1, 5%. :: :.
: ? : .
The maximum efficiency of the power converter with 2KW resistive load is
87.86%. This represents a power loss in the converter of 276 watts. The
sources of this loss are given in Table V_
With the periormance requirements of this contract, Tables I V and V indi-
cate that very little more can be done to improve efficiency and reduce weight.
However, these tables indicate clearly which performance requirements
have the largest effect on weight and efficiency. K is apparent that the input
and output filter components offer the greatest opportunity to improve weight
and efficiency. For example, elimination of the 2% rms and 5%]peak limits
o_ input current ripple would allow L1 and C1 t_ be eliminated and save 1.57
'_ovnds (5.57% of 'all component weight) and 5 watts (1.81% of all component
loss_,s).
The ma. _.mum improvement in weight and efficiency could be accomplish_d
by elimin:tting the overcurrent time delay and current limiting requirements°
This performance change would allow the outuut choke to be rcduced by ap-
proximately 10 pounds (35.47% of all component weight) and 40 watts (14. 5%
of all component losses).
With these two changes in performance requirements, it should be p_ssible
to build the power converter, ope:'ating at 800 cps, with a total component
weight of 14. 3 pounds and an efficiency of 89.5%. By approximately doubling
the operating _requency, the power transistor _witching losses would be in- _
creased approximately 50 watts but the output transformer and other magnetic :
component weights could be decreased by an additional estimated total of 3
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.:' TABLE Vj Component Loss An',dysis _
" - . _ ., Loss/Item _otal Loss _ % of AI_
• " _ - ' _ Component 0.. or C_rcult of Component or Component
Line Item Circuit Descri_;tion Qty. (watts) Circults(watts) Losses
_ 1 QI,2,3,)_ Power TraPsist?;r 4 " "22 88 _31.88 " :
STC2i18
n
2 L2 Output Choke 3.9H 1 52 52 18.84
T" .: Output Transformer I '_48 g8 17.39
4 RI:2,31, Current Feedback Base 16 _ 6 per 24 8.70
I 32;CR49- Drive (4 clr- circuit
-- .I/56;T2-5. Circuits cults) _- -: .
J/'"lQII,22,- DC Chopper and 16 14 14 5.07 _-
/ _ 33,37; Regulator () clr 2
," "_TI2;L3" Circuit cult) _:
, K_I-zu,zz;_. : '.
CRI6;CT,I_; " :
Z5,13.
) t
6 CRI-4 High voltage Recti- 1 13 13 4.71
fief
7 R77-79 High VoJtage 3 4 12 _.35
Resistance -_ : )
i
c
8 1,1 Input Cho_e I 5 5 1.81 _ ._
q All Control Circuils and 249 0.008 20 7.25
Other_, miscellaneous other average
components
,L
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pounds.. With the two chm_.ges in-performance requirements_a_ld the increase "
in operating frequency, it shou!d be possible to build the 2KW_power ,converter "
with a total component weight of 11.3 pounds and an efficiency of approximate- +.
ly 85%
f_
J2
" ,, ?
_- 0 L :
* ?
. ,, _ ., : _
: : ---2
: = "5 q
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_ AND- RE COMI_E NIJAT IoNS _ :'o _ VII. ('.ONCLUSIONS _
: i
The evaluation of the Breadboard _d Experimentat Mode.:s has been Success-
ful anti the contrac_: performance requixement§ h&ve been methl all.impOrtant
_ . respects: The purpose and goats .)f Phase I of th_ contract have been met°
The specific _@oroacb of usu_g a _u,.se width modulated bridge inv,_rter
- w_.th silicon power trar_sistors=-_nd cur"eat feedback base drive has been ..b
- _, proven td_be a feasible and desirable method of building a reliable, efficient_ ..
and lightweight power converter for ion thru_tors. c l
The use of a oul_e _¢idth , _-.,_ _,-'_'_ - conjunction with. a : ,,. mc_iul_.,-: : .___zdge_¢erter in mw
soft-Sn starting sequence-e_imina_es _ o_ ._ __any p.., ..bA ty Of saturating the _Output
_- tr_ansf_,_fimr d;_4ng start-up transients. This method always applies a very
nar;'ow,p_se width,totheoutputtransformer_duringthe-begihni'hgofeach
soft-oncycle:"This isan--_adl_ntageover thetwo-transformerphase-shift _.,
:regulationme_hod,where fulL.widthsquarewave voltagesare appliedtoboth
- •,O_utp_fltixansiormd_•sunder,a/le_erafin,}g:_donditions: _
_sOme • _"compone.._: f_i_res occurred during-the p/'eliminary check out of the _
Ex_e}_inmnt-al Mo_del°:.'_:Tb.es_failureS Were the result.of wiring errors, t-esting '_
__-_- error_,, -and a"defective_c6mpoaer¢ and-,::ere not caused by a design deficiency .: -_-
or low safety factor: ." After the preliminary check out, no component fad!ures •oc-
curred during the entire test program which included over _00 short circuit
applications and over 100,000 blink-off and sol--on cycles. : These resu,._s
are an indication of high _Feliabfiity. Hcwever, the fi_]al determination of
relia_J.lity must be made wire,he Fower suppl7 operating an ion thrustorJ:
The component-electrical stress tests indicated that most semiconductor
..... pone,,t safety.factors were _bcve the d_sign objective of two. Some
- components, like the base drive mad pu!se-tr_sistors, have excessively
high s&fety factors.. This resu!_ed from resistors R68o75 being added to
-reduce.peak tra_sistor curre_.ts during the Breadboard Model development.
In the future, _tr_.uStstors Q5 through Q10 shout6 _e replaced with transistors
having _uch iower collector c_'rent _*"r. .mgSo The avera_ge current ratings
of _ectifiers CRT, 8, 17, a_ud 18 _nd commutating rectifiers CR45 through
CR48 should " s_gn_,.,ca:..,t.y reduced.
Th e lowest measured safety factor was 1o3 for the Current rating of an out-
" _put transistor, Since _o 290 volt trans_stm_ _ a:ce currently available with _,
current ratings abov_ 65 arnperes, no component changes ar nnw possible
to inc_ ease tb:s s_lety factor
}
Output t_ m'_sformer voltage tra:,sients (ring._.ng) caused the present output .,
rectifier ,_atety factor to _ as low as 1.4. It is recommended that the most i_
I,
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iefficientsolutiontothisproblem Istoincreasethevoltageratingoftheouts i_.
putrectifierby 50%. A sizeablereductle_inringingvoltag,_would be pos- ::-
sibleiftheovercurrenttime del_yand curre_:limitingrequirementswere--.:_-
eliminated so that the size of the output chok= ceuld be greatly reduced. _ .
The weightand lossanalysesofSectionVI indicatethattheelect_'icalcompo- -
° nent weight could be reduced from 28.19 pounds to approximately 11.3 pounds ::'_at 85% efficiency if two performance requirements ,vere eliminated. These _:
are the input current ripple requirement of 5% maximum and the overcurrent
time delay with current limiting. With the latter change, the inverter would
be made to blink-off immediately upon application of an overcurrent condi-
tiom This would elimin_:ce the need for a large output choke to limit the
increaseinh ansistorcurrentduringtheresponsetime ofthepulse-width- :.
modulation type current li_,,.it'ng circuit. Some output filter would still b_
required to meet the output vu]Lage ripple requirements. The energy from "
this filter would still be transferred to an overcurrent faulL After the bli._ -
off tin,e delay c,r after the output current went below the overcuxrent limit/
whichever occurred firsL the converter would automatically reborn soft-on.
An indication of how this c,_ ange would affect ion thrustor operation could be
obtained by setting the overcu,'rent time delay to zero in the Experimental
Model by disconnecting capacitor C10. : _ _ :' ,: _,
It is recommended that these performance changes be consideredior Phase
II of this program so that the associated weight reductions could be Verified _.:
in radiation cooled power supply modules. . i_s/
/ :
Br,
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APPENDIX A.
PARTS LIST FOR EXPERIMEN_fAL MODEL
ITEM 1 DESC RIP7 !ON
AR1 Transductor
AR2, 3 Saturab',.e Reactor
AR4 Saturable Reactor [
C1 Capacitor, 1222 j,F, 200V
C2 C._pacitor, 0.25 ,W, 5000V
C3, i5 Capacitor, 40 _F, 30VDC .¢
C7 Cavacitor, 36 uF, i00VDC
C8, 10, i2A C_.pacitor, 1 uF, 150V
C9 Capacitor, 0.56 _F, 200V
Cli Capacitor, 2 uF, 100VDC
C12 Capacitor, 22 _F, 35VDC
C13. Capacitor, 150 uF, 40VDC
C14 Capacitor, 0.22 _F, lC0V
C 16 Capacitor, O.01 _F, 150V
C17 Capacitor, 0.0068 uF, 600V
CR1, 2, 3, 4 Rectifi_Jr, 8000V 1.6 Amp Bridge
CR5, 6, 9, 10, I1, 12, 19, Diode, 1N914
20, 31, 32, 33, 36, 37, 38,
39, 59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64,
65
CRT, 8, 16, 17, 18, 50. 5", Diode 1N3890
54, 56
CR21, 22, 23, 24, Z6, 27, Diode, 1N6i5
28, 29, 30, 34, 35, 40, 41,
42, 66
CR25 Rectifier, Sil:con Controlled, 2N2324A
CR43. 44, 49, 51, 53, 55, Diode, UTR12
58
CR45, 46, 47, 48 Diode, 1N3912
J1 Receptacle, MS 3102A-20-24P
J2 Receptacle, 560/U
, (1)For item locations see Schematic Di.,gram, Figure 2.
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ITEM DESCRIP:FION
1,1 Reactor. 0. 208 mH
L2 Reactor, 3.9 H
L3 Reactor, 40 mH
M1 Voltmeter, 0-150 volts DC
M2 Voltmeter, 0-3000 volts DC
Q1, 2, 3.4 Transistor, Power, STC 2] 18
Q5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10 Transistor, 2N2819
Qll, 19 Transistor, 2N1016C
Q12, 13, 14. 15, 16, 17, 18, Transistor, 2N2102
21, 22, 23, 24, 26, 28, 31,
32, 33, 34, 35, 36
Q20 Transistor, Unijunction, MM/2N491B
Q25, 27 Transistor, 2N2905
Q29, 30 Transistor, 2N2034 -
Q37 Transistor, 2N1016D
RI, 2, 7, 8, 31, 32 Resistor, 100 ohms, 1W, CC
R3, 6 Resistor, 270 ohms, 2W, CC
R4, 5 Resistor, 200 ohms, 2W, CC
R9, 10, 11, 12 Resistor 27 ohms, 1W, CC
R13, 14 Resistor 1200 ohms, 5W, WW
R15, 16 Resistor 680 ohms, 1/2W, CC
R17 Resistor 3K ohms, 10W, WW
R18 Resistor 6 ohms, 2W, WW
R19, 20, 26, 29, 30, 42, Resistor 10K ohms, 1/2W, CC
44, 49, 86, 87, 99
R21 Resistor. 4.7K ohms, 1/2W, CC
R22, 81 Resistor, 75 ohms, 2W, WW
R23 Resistor, 3o9K ohms, 1/2W, CC
R24 Resistor, 82 ohms, lW, CC
R25 Resistor. 390 ohms, 1/2W, CC
R27, 28, 52, 59, 64, 80, 98 Resistor, 2K ohms, 1/2W, CC
R33 Resistor, 33K ohms, 1/2W, CC
R34, 48 Rcsistor, 51K ohms, 1/2W, CC
R35, 43, 47, 85 Resistor, 20K ohms, 1/2W, CC
R36, 40, 46 Resistor, 2K ohms, 2W, WW
R37, 65, 66, 88 Resistor, 470 ohms, !/_W, CC
R38 Resistor, 47 ohms, i/2W, CC
R39, 55 Resistor, Variable, 100K ohms, 3W
R41, 53 Resistor, 270 ohms, 1/2W, CC
R45 Resistor, Variable, 20K ohms, 3W
R50, 63, 89 Resistor, 150 ohms, 1/2W, CC
R51, 56, 67, 82, 83, 84 Resistor, 1K ohms, 1/2W, CC
R53 Resistor, 50 ohms, 5W, WW
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R57 Resisior, V_riable. 100K ohms, 2W, WW
R58 Resistor, 68K ohms. 1/2W, CC
R60 Resistor, Variable, 2K ohms, 1.SW, W'W
R61 Resistor, Variable. 500 ohms, 2W, WW
R62 Resistor, 1K ohms, 2W, WW
R68, 69, 70. 71. 72, 73, Resistor, 15 ohms, 2W, CC
74, 75
R76 Resistor, 20G ohms, 5W, WW
R77, 78, 79 Resistor. 180K ohms, 15W, WW
R90. 91, 92, 93, 94, 95, Resistor, 510 ohms, 1W, CC L
96,
SWl, SW2 Switch, Toggle, SI='DT
4
T1 Transformer, Power, "*
T2, 3, 4, 5 Transformer, Base Drive
T6, 7, 8 Tralmformer, Pulse Turn-off
T9 Transformer, Oscillator
T10 Transformer, Slave Oscillator
Tll Traasformer, Drive, Oscillator
T12 TransIormer, Chopper Drive
Z5 Diode, Zener, 10W20-22V
Z(; Diode, Zener, 400MW 10V
Z7 Diode, Zener, 10W _:.2V
Z8, 9, 10, 12, 17 Diode, Zener, 400MW 8.2V
Zll Diode, Zener, 400MW 12V
Z13 Diode, Zener, lW 15V
Z18, 19 Diode. Zener, 10W 12V
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